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MODEL #’s: 763 Ecru/Beige Gingham & 764 White/Sage Gingham
NAME: Keep Your Baby Close Bassinet

TOOLS NEEDED: Phillips Screwdriver, Hammer
* Power screwdriver is helpful but keep the torque setting low so you don’t strip the screws or damage the bassinet

ASSEMBLY
INSTRUCTIONS
Adult Assembly Required

Save these instructions for future use

Visit us online at www.badgerbasket.com
Toll-Free Customer Service: 1-800-236-1310

(Monday through Thursday 7:30 AM to 4:30 PM CST), cs@badgerbasket.com
PLANT AND GENERAL OFFICE: PO Box 227, Edgar, WI 54426-0227

Phone: 715-352-2311   Fax: 715-352-3163
CORPORATE OFFICE: 111 Lions Dr., Suite 220, Barrington, IL 60010
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PARTS INCLUDED:
(B) 2 - Metal Side Frames/Legs
(C) 1 - Bottom Back Rail (5 holes)
(D) 1 - Bottom Front Rail (4 holes)
(F) 1 - Top Back Rail (3 holes)*
(G) 1 - Top Front Rail (2 holes)*
(H) 1 - Bottom Platform Board
(J) 1 - Canopy Pole
(K) 1- Canopy Frame
(L) 4 - Wheels
(M) 1 - Mattress Pad (not shown)
* The top rails are already inserted into
the pockets on the Bumper/Liner (E)

HARDWARE INCLUDED:
(A) 8 - 2” Wood Screws
(I) 4 - 1¾” Bolts
(Q) 2 - 1¼” Bolts
(R) 6 - T-Nuts
(S) 6 - Washers (not shown)

BEDDING INCLUDED:
(E) 1 - Bumper/Liner
(N) 1 - Skirt
(O) 1 - Sheet
(P) 1 - Canopy

Bedding can be machine washed & ironed before assembly if desired.

BEFORE
YOU

BEGIN
ASSEMBLY:

Ensure that all the parts and
hardware listed above are

included. If anything is
missing, please do not return
the product to the store. Call
or e-mail us for assistance.
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STEP 1: See PICTURES 1A and 1B.
Using FOUR 2” SCREWS (A), attach the BOT-

TOM BACK RAIL (C) and BOTTOM FRONT RAIL
(D) to the TWO SIDE FRAMES (B).

The “dimples” on metal side frames should face
out so the screws heads will be flush against the surface
when screwed in (Picture 1A).

STEP 2: See PICTURE 2.
Check the BUMPER/LINER (E) for a small hole

at the top middle of one of the long edges. This indi-
cates the TOP BACK RAIL (F).

Using FOUR 2” SCREWS (A) Attach the TOP
BACK RAIL (F) and TOP FRONT RAIL (G) to the
SIDE FRAMES (B). Be sure the top back rail (F) is
attached on the same side as the bottom back rail (C).

STEP 3: See PICTURES 3A AND 3B.
Put the BOTTOM PLATFORM BOARD (H)

into the bassinet and adjust the fabric so the board is
pushed down as far as possible to the bottom.

Using  FOUR 1¾” BOLTS (I), FOUR WASH-
ERS (S), and FOUR T-NUTS (R), secure the BOARD
(H) to the BOTTOM RAILS (C, D).

Slip a WASHER (S) onto each bolt. Then as
illustrated in PICTURE 3B, the BOLTS (I) go down
through the pre-drilled holes on the BOARD (H),
through the FABRIC LINER (E) (make holes in the liner
as necessary), and RAILS and screw into T-NUTS (R)
that you insert into the holes on the bottom edges of the
RAILS (C, D).

Screw the bolts into the T-Nuts so all the parts
and layers are tight and flush against each other.
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PICTURE 1B

PICTURE 1A:
Side view close-up
of the dimple on

the metal tube for
screw head.

Small hole in fabric
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PICTURE 3A - Inside View
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STEP 4: See PICTURE 4.
Attach the CANOPY POLE (J) to the TOP and

BOTTOM BACK RAILS (C, F) using TWO 1¼”
BOLTS (Q), TWO WASHERS (S) and TWO T-NUTS
(R).

The canopy pole has dimples for the bolt heads.
Push the bolts through the pre-drilled holes on the metal
pole and screw into T-NUTS (R) inserted into the holes
on the inside faces of the rails. Fully tighten the bolts so
the pole stays in place.

Note: The T-NUT (R) on the inside of the TOP
Back Rail (F) is installed by our factory. Check to make
sure it did not come loose or fall out in shipping because
the canopy pole will not attach without the T-Nut in
place.

STEP 5: See PICTURES 5A AND 5B.
As shown in PICTURE 5A, if the WHEELS (L)

are not already installed, insert them into the holes on
the ends of the legs (B).

Then, as shown in PICTURE 5B, grasp the leg
sand push down pressing the wheels firmly against the
floor so they snap into place.

STEP 6: See PICTURE 6.
Attach the SKIRT (N) to the BUMPER/LINER

(E) by pressing the grip tape on the skirt to the tape on
the liner. Start at the middle front, work your way around,
and return to the middle front. Tie the front ribbons into
a bow.

Put the SHEET (O) onto the MATTRESS PAD
(M) and put the pad into the bassinet. Tuck the end flap
of the sheet securely under the pad.

STEP 7: See PICTURE 7.
Insert the free ends of the CANOPY FRAME

(K) into the top of the CANOPY POLE (J). Tap into
place with a hammer.

Place the FABRIC CANOPY (P) over the
CANOPY FRAME (K) and tie the canopy to the frame
using the ribbons.

STEP 8: See PICTURE 8.
The bassinet is now assembled and ready for your

baby!
Additional sheets are sold separately in a pack-

age of two (Model #00027). Check our web site at
www.badgerbasket.com!Page 3 of  4
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PICTURE 7

DO NOT use this bassinet if Baby exceeds ANY ONE
of the age, weight, or activity limits mentioned above.

Baby could fall out and be seriously injured.
DO NOT move the bassinet with Baby inside of it.

DO NOT allow children or pets to hang on or pull on
the bassinet. It could tip over and Baby could fall out.

DO NOT attach or place toys with strings in or around
the bassinet. Strings can cause strangulation or choking.
DO NOT put loose bedding or stuffed animals into the

bassinet that could cause suffocation.
Keep bassinet away from stoves, heaters, camp fires,

fireplaces, stairs, open windows, window blinds, running
or standing water, and any other hazard which could

cause injury to your baby.
DO NOT allow pets sleep inside the bassinet with baby.

DO NOT use any mattress other than one
approved by the manufacturer.

For cleaning instructions, see the fabric care labels
attached to the bedding. Other parts may be wiped clean

with a damp cloth and
mild soap when needed.
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PICTURE 6
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FOR YOUR CHILD’S SAFETY TO
PREVENT SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH:

Do not use the bassinet if Baby is older than 3-4
months of age, weighs more than 20 lbs. (9.09 kg),

or if Baby can push up, roll over, or crawl.
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PICTURE 8


